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CAUTION: Professionals and amateurs are hereby warned that performance of SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE ADVENTURE OF THE SUICIDE CLUB is subject
to payment of a royalty. It is fully protected under the copyright laws of the United
States of America, and of all countries covered by the International Copyright Union
(including the Dominion of Canada and the rest of the British Commonwealth), and
of all countries covered by the Pan-American Copyright Convention, the Universal
Copyright Convention, the Berne Convention, and of all countries with which the
United States has reciprocal copyright relations. All rights, including without limitation
professional/amateur stage rights, motion picture, recitation, lecturing, public reading,
radio broadcasting, television, video or sound recording, all other forms of mechanical,
electronic and digital reproduction, transmission and distribution, such as CD, DVD,
the Internet, private and file-sharing networks, information storage and retrieval systems, photocopying, and the rights of translation into foreign languages are strictly
reserved. Particular emphasis is placed upon the matter of readings, permission for
which must be secured from the Author’s agent in writing.
The English language stock and amateur stage performance rights in the United States,
its territories, possessions and Canada for SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE
ADVENTURE OF THE SUICIDE CLUB are controlled exclusively by DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC., 440 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016. No
professional or nonprofessional performance of the Play may be given without obtaining in advance the written permission of DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC., and
paying the requisite fee.
Inquiries concerning all other rights should be addressed to Paradigm, 360 Park
Avenue South, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10010. Attn: Jack Tantleff.
SPECIAL NOTE
Anyone receiving permission to produce SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE
ADVENTURE OF THE SUICIDE CLUB is required to give credit to the Author as
sole and exclusive Author of the Play on the title page of all programs distributed in
connection with performances of the Play and in all instances in which the title of the
Play appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing or otherwise exploiting the Play
and/or a production thereof. The name of the Author must appear on a separate line,
in which no other name appears, immediately beneath the title and in size of type
equal to 50% of the size of the largest, most prominent letter used for the title of the
Play. No person, firm or entity may receive credit larger or more prominent than that
accorded the Author. The following acknowledgment must appear on the title page in
all programs distributed in connection with performances of the Play in size of type no
less than 8 point:
The World Premiere of
SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE ADVENTURE OF THE SUICIDE CLUB
was originally commissioned and produced by
Arizona Theatre Company, Tuscon/Phoenix, Arizona
(David Ira Goldstein, Artistic Director; Jessica L. Andrews, Interim Managing Director).
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SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE ADVENTURE OF THE
SUICIDE CLUB received its world premiere at the Arizona
Theatre Company (David Ira Goldstein, Artistic Director; Jessica
L. Andrews, Interim Managing Director) in Tucson, Arizona on
September 17, 2011. It was directed by David Ira Goldstein; the
set design was by John Ezell; the costume design was by Mathew J.
Lefebvre; the lighting design was by Don Darnutzer; the sound
design was by Brian Jerome Peterson; and the projection design
was by Jeffrey Cady. The cast was as follows:
SHERLOCK HOLMES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Remi Sandri
DR. JOHN H. WATSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jeff Steitzer
PRINCE NIKITA STARLOFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nicholas Bailey
CHRISTIANE DE LABEGASSIER . . . . . . . . Alexandra Tavares
CLUB SECRETARY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Celesta Ciulla
MR. WILLIAMS, MR. ROUNDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mark Anders
MR. RICHARDS, MYCROFT HOLMES . . . . . . . David Green
MR. GEORGE, INSPECTOR MICKLEWHITE . . James Cada
MR. HENRY, A.C. CROSSE . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roberto Guajardo
MRS. HUDSON, LUCY O’MALLEY . . . . . . . . Maedell Dixon
Roles subsequently cut from the script were performed by: Chrissy
Tolley, Karl Hussey, and Connor Kesserling
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CHARACTERS
SHERLOCK HOLMES
DR. JOHN H. WATSON
PRINCE NIKITA STARLOFF
CHRISTIANE DE LABEGASSIER
CLUB SECRETARY
MR. WILLIAMS
MR. RICHARDS
MR. GEORGE
MR. HENRY
MR. ROUNDY
MYCROFT HOLMES
INSPECTOR MICKLEWHITE
A.C. CROSSE
MRS. HUDSON
LUCY O’MALLEY
OLDER LADY
MAGICIAN’S ASSISTANT
DOUBLING: The play is performed by a cast of 10 actors. The
following roles can be doubled effectively, but other doubling
schemes may work just as well or better:
Christiane/Magician’s Assistant
Mrs. Hudson/Lucy O’Malley/Older Woman
Mr. Williams/Mr. Roundy
Mr. Richards/Mycroft Holmes
Mr. George/Inspector Micklewhite
Mr. Henry/A.C. Crosse
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TIME
1914.

PLACE
London.

STAGE DESIGN
The play is written for maximum speed of transition, which the
design must facilitate, so please avoid a cumbersome “realism” à la
William Gillette. Scenes should be set against sleek, simple backdrops; scrims and/or screens that display information in the style
of the chapter headings and illustrations found in the pages of
Beeton’s, Lippincott’s and The Strand.
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SHERLOCK HOLMES AND
THE ADVENTURE OF THE
SUICIDE CLUB
ACT ONE
Scene 1
221 B Baker Street
Projection: A Sidney Paget illustration of Sherlock Holmes on
his chaise.
Dr. John H. Watson is discovered down center, facing us.
WATSON. “It was with the most severe concern that I did
respond to a disturbing letter sent to me on the sixth of May 1914
by my former landlady Mrs. Hudson regarding my friend Sherlock
Holmes. When I arrived at our old lodgings at 221 B Baker Street
I found Holmes in a state that can only be described as despondent.” (Lights reveal Sherlock Holmes, in his dressing gown, sprawled
on a chaise in his Baker Street rooms.)
HOLMES. I am despondent, Watson.
WATSON. “His very words.”
HOLMES. Despondent, despairing, devoid of ambition, expectation, hope, joy … (Watson glances behind the chaise.) If you’re
looking for the needle, don’t bother. I am not at the mercy of the
seven-percent solution, if that’s what you imagine is the cause of
my malaise.
WATSON. Then what? Did a case go wrong? You brought the
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Bournemouth Strangler to justice not two months past.
HOLMES. Yes, he hangs day after tomorrow.
WATSON. Well, then, all you need is another strangler or poisoner
to come along. You know what you say, “Give me problems, give
me work, / give me — ”
HOLMES. “ — / give me the most abstruse cryptogram, the most
intricate analysis, and I am in my proper atmosphere.” Yes, I recall
you put that down for dubious posterity. (Stands, pacing aimlessly.)
It isn’t that I lack for work. I’ve been presented with any number of
cases not worth rising from my stupor. I don’t crave travel; I’ve
been everywhere in the world. And I assure you I do not need a
new flat-mate. Living with other people is hell.
WATSON. Holmes, have you bathed recently?
HOLMES. The body is designed for decay, Watson, there is no
reason to hinder the natural process.
WATSON. No reason to hasten it either. Here, I have an idea!
Look at me. Survey my clothes, my boots, my fingernails. Where
have I been today?
HOLMES. (Groans.) Watson —
WATSON. Come, you do it all the time. When we met, the very
first thing you said to me was…?
HOLMES. (Dull, flat.) “You have been in Afghanistan, I perceive.”
WATSON. And how’d you know I’d been in Afghanistan? You
said I appeared to be a medical type but with a military air. Ergo?
Ergo an army doctor. My face was dark but my wrists were fair.
Ergo? Ergo I’d been in the tropics. Arm held stiff, indicative of a
wound, so where in the tropics could an English army doctor have
gotten his arm wounded?
HOLMES. Wales.
WATSON. Holmes, really!
HOLMES. (Sighs.) All right. You came here from your tailor,
you’re due at the hospital, you forgot your watch, and you’re late
for an appointment.
WATSON. Recalled to life! And how did you know all this?
HOLMES. Because when you got here you said, “I’ve come from
my tailor, I’m due at the hospital, I forgot my watch, and I’m late
for an appointment.”
WATSON. Oh, yes. Forgot. Holmes, do you know what my diagnosis is? You’re suffering from the modern age. The 20th century,
and all its attendant anxieties. Pick up a newspaper, from Morocco
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NOMINATED BY THE MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA
FOR THE EDGAR AWARD FOR BEST PLAY

7M, 3W (doubling)
In the heart of London, behind the impassive facade of a windowless
house, Europe’s most powerful men gather to play a game. The game is
murder, and this is The Suicide Club. But the club has a new member,
Sherlock Holmes: brilliant, brooding, the greatest detective in the world.
Why does Holmes wish to die? Can his friend Dr. Watson save him? Or
doesn’t Holmes want to be saved? A new stage thriller featuring the famed
sleuth in a tale full of mystery, romance, twists and chills.
“Playwright Jeffrey Hatcher takes Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous characters
and drops them into a story inspired by Robert Louis Stevenson’s novella The
Suicide Club to create a thrilling comic mystery. The whodunit mystery
comes complete with a wow-I-didn’t-see-that-coming ending.”
—The Arizona Daily Star
“Hatcher has a winner with SHERLOCK HOLMES. It’s intelligent, clever,
teasing, seductively engaging and just plain fun.” —The Tucson Weekly
“A darkly comic new take on the archetypal detective.”
—The Arizona Republic
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